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Abstract 

This work proposes a new particle receiver for Concentrating Solar Technology (CST) that 
employs air and particles as heat transfer fluid (HTF). The novel Linear Particle Solar 
Receiver (LPSR) is located at the ground level receiving the concentrated solar energy 
linearly from the top. This receiver is formed by several fluidized beds connected 
consecutively allowing the horizontal movement of solids and the linear absorption of solar 
energy. A new solar field is proposed and analyzed to redirect the concentrated solar 
energy towards the receiver linearly.  

The optic analysis of a linear beam-down system is carried out using a ray-tracing 
software. Then, the performance of a linear particle solar receiver is analyzed considering 
target temperatures of 200 ºC, 400 ºC, 600 ºC and 800 ºC to reproduce CST integration 
with medium and high temperature process heat, Rankine power generation and 
supercritical CO2 (sCO2) cycles, respectively. The temperature of the hot streams of air 
and sand are calculated considering the heat losses from the receiver and the compressor 
parasitic consumption. The procedure to determine the optimum design is shown studying 
one line as a function of the target temperature. For instance, a sand mass flow of 1.75 
kg/s in a receiver of 0.5 m width and a secondary reflector eccentricity of 0.8, can be 
heated up to 600 ºC in a length of 280 m, showing a solar field efficiency of 40.25 % and a 
receiver thermal efficiency of 80%. 
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Nomenclature 

Abbreviations 

BDLFR beam-down linear Fresnel Reflector 

CPCs compound parabolic concentrators 

CSP concentrating solar power 

CST concentrating solar technology 

HTF heat transfer fluid 

LFR linear Fresnel reflectors 

LPSR linear particle solar receiver 

sCO2 supercritical-CO2 cycle 

Symbols 



a semimajor axis (m) 

aB bubbles fraction (-) 

ap specific surface of particles (m-1) 

ASF solar field aperture area (m2) 

Abed bed surface (m2) 

 area of secondary reflector (m2) 

 area of primary LFR (m2) 

 effective heat transfer area at the top bed (m2) 

b semiminor axis (m) 

c semidistance between hyperbola foci (m) 

Cp specific heat capacity (J/kgK) 

dp particle diameter (µm) 

e hyperbola eccentricity (-) 

 focal length of each mirror (m) 

Gb direct normal irradiation (W/m2) 

Fij view factor (-) 

Hfocus hyperbola focus (m) 

Hrec receiver height (m) 

Hbed static bed height (m) 

h enthalpy (kJ/kg) 

ke effective thermal conductivity (W/mK) 

kr radiative conductivity (W/mK) 

K excess air velocity (-) 

 hyperbola arc (m) 

Lline  length of one LPSR line (m) 

 sand mass flow (kg/s) 

NLFR number of primary linear Fresnel reflectors (-) 

Nlines number of LPSR lines (-) 

Nunits number of units of a LPSR line (-) 

P performance parameter (kW/m2) 

 flux intensity distribution on the receiver (W/m2) 



 heat gained by the fluidizing air through the bed (W) 

  heat flux on the receiver (W/m2) 

 heat gained by bubbles (W/m3) 

 heat losses to the surroundings due to convection (W/m3) 

 heat gained by emulsion gas (W/m3) 

  heat flux on the bed surface (W/m2) 

 heat losses to the surroundings due to convection and radiation (W) 

  net heat gained on the bed surface (W/m3) 

 radiative heat loss from the bed surface (W/m3) 

 heat gained by the mass flow of particles (W/m3) 

 particles to air mass flow ratio (-) 

T temperature (ºC) 

U air velocity (m/s) 

U0 air velocity (m/s) 

Umf minimum fluidization velocity (m/s) 

whyp width of the hyperbola (m) 

wLFR width of primary linear Fresnel reflectors (m) 

wrec width of the LPSR (m) 

x horizontal coordinate (m) 

Yhyp(x) secondary mirror function 

z vertical direction (m) 

Greek symbols 

 effective bed absorptivity (-) 

 pressure drop (bar) 

 emissivity (-) 

 emulsion void fraction (-) 

eff effective bed surface emissivity (-) 

 efficiency (%) 

 density (kg/m3) 

 particle sphericity (-) 



 Stefan-Boltzmann constant (W/m2K4) 

 effective transmissivity (-) 

Subscripts 

amb ambient 

b bubble 

BD beam-down 

comp compressor 

conv convection 

curv curved mirror 

d distributor 

e emulsion 

g gas 

glass glass cover 

hyp hyperbola 

p particle 

rad radiation 

rec receiver 

s solids 

SF solar field 

th thermal 

wall receiver wall 

1. Introduction 

The potential of applying solar energy for industrial purposes is still largely untapped. 
Using solar energy through Concentrating Solar Technologies (CST) to provide the heat 
necessary to industrial processes requires innovative solutions (Mekhilef et al., 2011). 
Besides, Concentrating Solar Power (CSP) plants are a promising technology that may 
supply the increasing electricity demand in a clean and renewable way (IRENA, 2017) . 
However, the reduction in price of other energy sources, such as photovoltaic or wind 
technology, makes necessary to improve its performance. One pathway to improve the 
versatility of CST is the increase of the absorption temperature of the heat transfer fluid 
(HTF) (Mehos et al., 2017). Solar thermal energy for industrial processes, thermochemical 
processes, lime production and applications for materials science and metallurgy may be 
explored through CST at temperatures of 200-1200 ºC (Mekhilef et al., 2011) (Yadav and 
Banerjee, 2016) (González et al., 2018). Similarly, CSP technology shows temperatures of 
565 ºC in solar tower plants employing molten salts (60% KNO3 and 40% NaNO3), which is 
the most efficient commercial CSP technology. 



One option to increase the hot HTF temperature of CSP plants is to substitute molten salts 
by particles as HTF (Ho, 2016) (Calderón et al., 2018). The high thermal stability of 
particles, such as silicon carbide or silica sand, makes theoretically possible to reach 
temperatures near 1000 ºC without HTF degradation, which enhances its use for thermal 
energy storage (TES). Furthermore, this high temperature would open the integration of 
CSP with high efficiency power cycles, such as supercritical-CO2 (sCO2) (Fernández-
Torrijos et al., 2018) (Stein and Buck, 2017), ultra-supercritical steam-cycles (Stein and 
Buck, 2017), air Brayton cycles (Korzynietz et al., 2016) or thermochemical processes 
(Yadav and Banerjee, 2016). With this aim, the national laboratories of SANDIA (US), DLR 
(Germany) and CNRS-Promes (France) have presented particle receiver designs that 
stand out for their promising results. Current receiver designs can be grouped into free 
falling particle receiver, rotary receiver and confined fluidized bed receiver.  

All these designs have in common the solar field configuration. These particle receivers 
are placed on top of a central tower, where 2-axis heliostats focus the concentrated 
energy. For free-falling particle receivers, particles are directly irradiated by concentrated 
sunlight while falling forming a curtain (Ho and Iverson, 2014). This approach showed bulk 
temperatures near 800 ºC for mass flow rates of 1  3 kg/s (Ho et al., 2017) (C. Ho et al., 
2018), although the reduction of particle loss through the aperture is still under 
development. The residence time of particles can be increased employing obstructed flow 
receivers with chevron-shaped mesh structures, reaching 660 ºC for ~ 2 kg/s of particles 
mass flow. However, issues were found on the deterioration of the mesh structures (C. K. 
Ho et al., 2018). Other tower-top design, a rotary particle receiver, employs an inclined 
drum placed on top of a central tower that rotates while particles fall attached to the drum 
walls (Wu et al., 2014). Temperatures of 965 ºC for a mass flow range of 0.15  0.18 kg/s 
have been achieved (Ebert et al., 2018). Particle loss trough the receiver aperture and the 
scaling-up are the main challenges of this design (Ho, 2016). The last design consists of 
an upward fluidized bed confined in vertical tubes that receives the concentrated energy 
on the exterior of the tube wall (Benoit et al., 2015). The mixture of fluidizing air and 
particles reaches temperatures of 750 ºC while flowing vertically.  

All the aforementioned particle receivers are able to reach promising high temperatures. 
However, other researchers have placed the receiver at the ground level to ease its 
maintenance and operation works (Yadav and Banerjee, 2016). To that end, a secondary 
reflector, or beam-down, is placed on top of a tower to redirect the impinging light towards 
the ground. Segal and Epstein showed that a beam-down tower could reach 
concentrations above 1800 kW/m2 on the ground receiver (Segal and Epstein, 2001). The 
main drawback of the beam-down system is the large magnification of the image due to 
the hyperbolic shape of the secondary reflector. As stated by Vant-Hull (Vant-Hull, 2014), 
the costs associated to the construction of the secondary reflector may be high, and also, 
compound parabolic concentrators (CPCs) are usually needed to recover the lost 
magnification (Kodama et al., 2016). Therefore, a cost-benefit analysis of each process 
must be carried out to justify the modification of the tower-top receivers to a beam-down 
approach.  

Many examples in the literature show that current beam-down optics is an attractive 
technological solution to drive power cycles or for thermochemical processes. Current 
beam-down optics can be coupled to a direct absorption molten salt receiver (Calvet et al., 
2016). Other designs use particles as HTF and storage media due to its high thermal 
stability. Although there are many designs (Ermanoski et al., 2013) (Iniesta et al., 2015) 
(Xiao et al., 2014), fluidized bed technology stands out as solar receivers due to its high 
heat and mass transfer coefficients (Almendros-ibáñez et al., 2018). In this sense, a beam-



down tower pilot plant using a 2 MWth fluidized bed power receiver with 6 hours of thermal 
storage can be found in (Chirone et al., 2017) (Magaldi, n.d.). Temperatures near 1200 ºC 
have been achieved in a fluidized bed receiver coupled with a beam-down tower solar field 
(Kodama et al., 2014) (Kodama et al., 2017). Furthermore, fluidized bed reactors have 
been combined with CSP for coal gasification (Gokon et al., 2014), water-splitting (Gokon 
et al., 2008), and thermochemical energy storage or calcium looping cycles (Chacartegui 
et al., 2016) (Ortiz et al., 2017) (Tregambi et al., 2018). 

From the current literature state, the first question that arises is if, considering the 
limitations of tower-top particle receivers and the constraints of building a high central 
tower for current beam-down optics, there is a solar field layout able to redirect the 
concentrated energy to the ground level. The second question is if the ground receiver is 
able to reach high particle temperatures meeting the industry requirements. To solve the 
first question, this work explores the advantages of linear Fresnel (LFR) technology, such 
as its simple and cheap sun tracking system, with a new Beam-Down Linear Fresnel 
Reflector (BDLFR) optic system (Gómez-Hernández et al., 2017). From the economic 
point of view, the new configuration of the solar field is justified by the low costs of linear 
Fresnel heliostats (Marugán-Cruz et al., 2018). The second question is solved designing a 
new linear particle solar receiver (LPSR) that consists of multiple connected fluidized bed 
receivers placed below the BDLFR. Concentrated solar energy from the BDLFR solar field 
irradiates linearly the fluidized beds through glass covers. The fluid-like behavior of the air-
particles mixture allows the horizontal movement of particles through the vessel openings 
of the units that compose the LPSR (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991). This design was 
introduced by the authors in (Gómez-Hernández et al., 2017) (Santana et al., 2017) 
(Sánchez-González and Gómez-Hernández, 2020) and analyzed here. 

In this work, the feasibility of the new linear particle solar receiver is studied analyzing the 
temperatures of both the air and the particles mass flows as a function of the solar field 
and particle receiver geometries. To simplify the analysis, the BDLFR solar field is based 
on Fresdemo Fresnel design (Bernhard et al., 2008), which is modified changing the 
absorber tube by a linear beam-down secondary reflector. The width and eccentricity of 
the secondary beam-down concentrator, and the receiver dimensions are studied for both 
flat and curved primary mirrors. Once the heat flux on the receiver is known, the 
performance of a LPSR is evaluated as a function of the receiver dimensions for different 
industrial applications. Target bed temperatures of 200 ºC, 400 ºC, 600 ºC and 800 ºC 
have been studied reproducing the CST integration with industry applications, such as 
medium and high temperature process heat, Rankine CSP and sCO2 cycles, respectively.    

2. BDLFR and LPSR system 

The CST layout proposed is comprised by three subsystems: an air compressor, the 
BDLFR solar field and the linear particle solar receiver, Fig. 1. The following sections 
describe first the BDLFR solar field layout pointing out the two cases considered: flat and 
curved primary heliostats. Then, the linear particle solar receiver is described. 



 

Figure 1. Conceptual sketch of the Linear Particle Solar Receiver coupled to the proposed 
LBDFR solar field. 

 2.1 LBDFR solar field 

The solar field is formed by a primary field of Fresnel heliostats and a secondary 
concentrator, the linear beam-down reflector. As shown in Fig. 2, the layout of the primary 
mirrors is based on Fresdemo design employing NLFR = 24 mirrors of wLFR = 0.6 m width 
that are placed at 2 m height above the ground (Bernhard et al., 2008). Compared to 
Fresdemo design, Fig. 2 introduces the following changes:  

- The substitution of the absorber tube placed at Hfocus = 8 m by the first focus of the 
linear beam-down concentrator, which section follows a hyperbola, Eq. (1). This 
secondary reflector is a hyperbolic cylinder as this geometry has the property that any 
ray pointed to the focus is redirected to the second focus, where the ground receiver is 
placed. 

Eq. (1) 



The beam-down reflector is defined by its semimajor axis a and its semiminor axis b, 
which are related by the definition of the first focus height and the eccentricity e, Eqs. 2-
3.  

 Eq. (2) 

 Eq. (3) 

- The central primary reflector of Fresdemo layout has been removed, placing the linear 
particle solar receiver. The receiver width (wrec) will be analyzed as a function of the 
beam-down dimensions. 

- LFR primary heliostats are composed by flat or slightly curved primary mirrors. Each 
curved primary mirror ( ) is defined as a function of the focal length of 
each mirror ( ), Eqs. (4-5). The maximum deflection of these mirrors is 2 mm, 
making easy its bent (Abbas et al., 2012) (Abbas and Martínez-Val, 2017). 

 Eq. (4) 

 Eq. (5) 

where xi is the position of each mirror center (Fig. 2). 

 

Figure 2. Linear beam-down solar field with 24 primary mirrors of 60 cm width, which can 
be flat or slightly curved, oriented in N-S direction, eccentricity e = 0.85. All dimensions in 

cm. 

 

2.2 Linear Particle Solar Receiver 

A LPSR consists of multiple fluidized bed units (Nunits) connected linearly. Each unit is 
formed by a distributor plate, an inner vessel that contains the bed of particles, an exit for 



the fluidizing air, an exterior vessel that redirects the airflow to the next unit and 2 glass 
covers (Santana et al., 2017), Fig. 3. Vacuum conditions are assumed between the covers 
in order to reduce the heat losses.  

 

Figure 3. Sketch of a receiver unit with arrows pointing the solar radiation, gas and particle 
mass flows for (a) front section view and (b) longitudinal section view.  

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the proposed layout. The effect of the refraction 
index of both glass covers is considered in the effective glass transmissivity, . 

Therefore, the heat flux in the bed surface is simplified to . 

Table 1. Summary of solar field and particle receiver characteristics. 

BDLFR solar field  

Number of primary LFR, NLFR (-) 24  

Heliostat width, wLFR (m)  0.6 

Hyperbola focus,  (m)  8 

LPSR 

Compressor inlet air temperature (ºC) 20 

Particles inlet temperature (ºC) 20 

Air compressor efficiency, c (%) 80 

Receiver height, Hrec (m) 1.5 

Bed aspect ratio,  (-) 0.25 

Excess air velocity,  (-) 2 - 4 

Outlet air pressure, Pair,end (bar) 1.1 

Glass covers 
transmissivity,  (-) 0.83 

emissivity,  (-) 0.86 

Vessel wall emissivity,  (-) 0.86 

 

Several units will be connected forming a process line. The fluidizing air flows 
consecutively from the first to the last unit on each line. The compressed air enters from 



the bottom of the unit, flowing upwards through the distributor and fluidizing the particles, 
Fig. 3-a. This air enters to the LPSR at T1 and P1, which values depend on the line length. 
A mass flow of particles enters to the first unit of the LPSR at Tamb = 20 ºC. 

From the receiver top, the concentrated energy ( ) is transmitted through the glass 
covers, which present an effective transmissivity of . Particles absorb the 
energy while heating up the fluidizing air. Air flows vertically through the bed, ensuring the 
fluid-like behaviour of the particles (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991). As air pressure of vessel 
1 is greater than air pressure of vessel 2, particles are moved horizontally with low void 
fraction through the vessel openings that connect all units (Chong et al., 1986), Fig. 3-b. A 
negligible air leakage through the vessel openings is expected, less than 2% of gas mixing 
according to (Chong et al., 1986). Examples of solids movement between fluidized beds 
can be found in (Bhattacharya et al. 1999) (Kong et al., 2018) (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991) 
(Kuramoto et al., 1985, 1986) (Mujumdar, 2014). The exit hot air flows to the following unit 
through the exterior vessel, absorbing energy from the particles until the thermal 
equilibrium is reached. 

Once the particles are at the end of the line, the sand mass flow may return to the initial 
unit using a conveyor belt system, which can be optimized to reduce its parasitic 
consumption. Further design details can be found in (Gómez-Hernández et al., 2017) 
(Santana et al., 2017) and in the video supplementary material. 

Regarding the geometry of the receiver, its width (wrec) depends on the beam-down 
eccentricity. Each unit length (Lunit) depends on the air mass flow and the fluidization 
regime. The receiver height (Hrec) is set to 1.5 m as, on the one hand, it reduces the view 
factor between the bed surface and the glass covers, and, on the other hand, there is 
enough space below the primary heliostats for the plenum chamber. The bed aspect ratio 
is fixed to  in order to ensure good fluidization conditions at the minimum 
pressure drop (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991). Furthermore, a bubbling fluidized regime is 
achieved keeping the excess air velocity between  and . Silica 
sand particles are used due to its high thermal stability for a wide range of temperatures, 
its easy integration as thermal energy storage media and its low cost (Diago et al. 2018). 
Table 2 summarizes the properties of the silica sand particles employed, showing their 
reference temperatures. The bulk density of the fluidized bed is calculated according to 
(Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991). 

 

Table 2. Silica sand properties (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991) (Mazza et al., 1991). 

Diameter, 
dp (µm) 

Sphericity, 
 (-) 

Particle 
density,  
(kg/m3) 

Specific heat 
capacity at T = 

293K, Cp (J/kgK) 

Particle 
emissivity at T = 
293  1000 K, 

p (-) 

Bed absorptivity 
at T = 293  

1000 K, 
 (-) 

250 0.71 2,650 1,250 0.36 - 0.77 0.5  0.85 

 

3. Methodology 

This section describes the procedure followed to study the performance of the LPSR. The 
methodology is summarized in Fig. 4. First, the BDLFR solar field is analyzed, obtaining 



the dimensions of the hyperbola and the receiver width using SolTrace (Wendelin et al., 
2013). This gives the input to the LPSR model, i.e. the concentrated solar energy on each 
fluidized bed and the receiver width. Then, an iterative procedure is employed to solve the 
thermal network and the energy balance equations at steady state for each unit. Note that 
the thermal network combines convection and radiation heat transfer mechanisms, as 
shown in (Duffie et al., 2003) (Vasquez et al., 2011). The line length (Lline) and the sand 
mass flow ( ) are the variables used to analyze the LPSR performance as they will 
modify the temperature profiles on the receiver. Finally, different target temperatures are 
analyzed to study the LPSR integration with several industrial purposes. 

 
Fig. 4. Conceptual scheme of the model. 



3.1 Solar field analysis 

A ray tracing software, SolTrace (Wendelin, 2003), is used to analyze the optical 
performance of the BDLFR optics. As the solar field layout is based on Fresdemo design, 
the position of the primary mirrors and the height of the hyperbola focus are considered 
fixed (Bernhard et al., 2008). The eccentricity of the beam-down reflector (Eq. 3) is the 
main variable used to define the dimensions of the hyperbola and the receiver width for 
both flat and curved primary mirrors. To that end, the energy distribution on the receiver is 
analyzed as a function of both the eccentricity and the receiver width. The solar field 
efficiency is calculated according to: 

Eq. (6) 

where  is the flux intensity distribution on the receiver. 

Regarding the eccentricity, it modifies the width of the hyperbola (whyp), which is calculated 
as the intersection between the reflected ray of the last row and the hyperbola function 
(Eq. 5). As shown in Fig. 5, an eccentricity of e = 0.5 means a flat secondary reflector with 
high width ( ) that should be installed at a height of  above the 
outer receiver glass cover, i.e. at 6 m above the ground level. As the position of the 
primary mirrors are fixed, the high hyperbola width means a high shadow. On the contrary, 
e = 0.9 shows a sharp and narrow hyperbola ( ) that should be installed at 9.2 
m above the ground. 

 

Figure 5. Beam-down secondary reflector dimensions as a function of its eccentricity. 

The simulation runs are carried out the 21st of March assuming Gb = 1000 W/m2 at noon, 
Fig. 6. The selected location is Puerto Errado lI (Spain) (38.278 latitude and -1.6 
longitude)  . Sun shape is modeled as a 
distribution close to pill-box with a cone semi-angle of 4.65 mrad and using 107 ray 
intersections (Buie et al., 2003). Primary and secondary reflectors are characterized by a 



reflectivity of 0.94, Gaussian error distributions of 2 mrad for slope error and 1.5 mrad for 
specularity error (Kincaid et al., 2019) (Zhu and Lewandowski, 2012).  

 

Figure 6. Direct solar irradiation (Gb). 

 

3.2 Fluidized bed receiver model 

Each fluidized bed is solved following the two-phase model described in (Briongos et al., 
2018) with the following assumptions: 

- Steady-state conditions. 

- Vacuum conditions between the glass covers. 

- Fluidization operation at the bubbling regime between K = 2 - 4. 

- Emulsion phase formed by interstitial gas and particles (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991). 

- Bubble phase formed by bubbles and the gas through-flow (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991). 

- Bubble size calculated according to (Mori and Wen, 1975). 

- Homogeneous distribution of energy on the bed surface (Briongos et al., 2018). 

- Bed surface considered as an opaque diffuse layer formed by gray particles (Mazza et 
al., 1991). 

- Bed voidage changes with temperature and particle properties (Formisani et al., 1998). 

- Well-stirred conditions for the particles leaving each bed (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991). 

- Sand mass flow moves horizontally due to the fluidized state (Kunii and Levenspiel, 
1991) (Fang et al., 2003). 

- No leakage or gas-by pass of the fluidizing air through the horizontal openings between 
units (Chong et al., 1986).  



- Heat losses to the surroundings due to convection are the 5% of the incoming irradiation 
per unit of bed surface. 

According to this model (Briongos et al., 2018), the first law of thermodynamics is applied 
to both the emulsion phase and the bubble phase. The equations are described in 
Appendix B. 

A thermal network is considered to solve the re-radiant heat transfer problem of the 
system formed by the two glass covers, the inner vessel walls and the gray-diffuse bed 
surface, Fig. 4. An iterative process is employed to solve this thermal network (Duffie et 
al., 2003):  

1- Estimate the exterior glass cover temperature. 

2- Calculate the radiation and convection heat transfer coefficients between the ambient 
and the exterior glass cover, between glass covers, and between the inner glass cover, 
the inner vessel walls and the bed surface. 

3- Solve the energy balance equations (Appendix B). 

4- Check the exterior glass cover temperature and iterate until convergence, i.e. 1% of 
relative error. 

The thermal efficiency of a LPSR line is calculated as: 

Eq. (7) 

where  describes the heat losses by radiation through the exterior glass cover and 
the heat losses by convection with the surroundings ( ).  is the sum of all unit 
lengths that compose a line, Eq. 8.  

Eq. (8) 

As the mass flow of air is kept constant throughout the line, the decrease of air pressure 
and the increase of air temperature reduces both the air density and the minimum 
fluidization velocity, making necessary to increase the length of the units to maintain a 
bubbling fluidization regime. This is achieved fixing a range for the excess gas velocity of 

. Thus, when  is reached, the unit length is increased according to Eq. 9 to 
reduce the airflow velocity. A unit length of  is set for the first unit to initialize 
the LPSR calculations. 

Eq. (9) 

3.3 Performance analysis 

The behavior of both the BDLFR and the LPSR is studied considering the geometry of the 
receiver, its width and length, and the mass flow of particles as variables. The receiver 
width is coupled with the incoming flux of energy from the secondary reflector, which value 
changes with the hyperbola eccentricity. Such an influence is studied using SolTrace. 
Furthermore, the performance of the BDLFR and the LPSR geometry is analyzed 
considering target bed temperatures of 200 ºC, 400 ºC, 600 ºC and 800 ºC. 



The fluidized state of the particles allows the continuous mass flow of sand through the 
units (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991). At steady-state conditions, the sand mass flow that 
enters into a bed is equal to the sand mass flow that leaves the bed. Furthermore, as well-
stirred conditions are considered, the outlet temperature of the sand mass flow is the same 
temperature of the bulk bed. This hypothesis can be assumed only for low sand mass 
flows (Davidson et al., 1963, 1985). Otherwise, the residence time distribution of particles 
should be estimated (Geng et al., 2017) (Hua et al. 2019), as the bulk temperature would 
be different to the outlet sand mass flow temperature. Following a conservative approach 
to obey the well-stirred assumption, the sand mass flow per line is fixed depending on the 
receiver width. Table 3 shows the values selected. Cases A, B, and C can be compared as 
the ratio between the sand mass in the bed and the sand mass flow, , is kept 
constant. 

 

Table 3. Receiver widths and sand mass flows studied. 

Receiver width, 
wrec [m] 

Sand mass in the 
bed,  [kg] 

Sand mass flow,  [kg/s] 

Case A Case B Case C 

0.5 35 0.175 0.35 1.75 

1 140 0.7 1.4 7 

Regarding the compressor power, the inlet pressure (P1) to the LPSR is calculated using 
Eq. 10, where the distributor pressure drop ( ) and the bed pressure drop ( ) are 
estimated from (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991). The air outlet pressure is set to 

, while air enters to the compressor at  and ºC. 

 Eq. (10) 

The solar field aperture area is calculated considering both the primary and the secondary 
reflectors, Eq. 11. 

 Eq. (11) 

where  varies with the eccentricity. The heat gained by air and sand is calculated 
considering the outlet temperature of the compressor (T1) as a reference, Eqs. 12-14. This 
air temperature depends on the compressor pressure ratio, which increases with the 
length of the line. Similarly, the compressor work is calculated using Eq. 14. 

 Eq. (12) 

 Eq. (13) 

Eq. (14) 

The performance of the solar field and the particle receiver is studied defining P 
parameter, Eq. 15. A conveyor belt system may be used to return the particles to the initial 
unit. However, its consumption is negligible compared to the compressor work, and due to 
that, it has been neglected in Eq. 15. This efficiency parameter relates the useful heat 



power obtained from the LPSR with the total aperture area of the BDLFR (Eq. 11). As the 
solar field usually represents the most expensive part of a CST plant, this parameter may 
give a first insight of the system costs. 

 
Eq. (15) 

4. Results 

First, the BDLFR solar field is analyzed obtaining the incoming concentrated radiation on 
the outlet glass cover ( ) as a function of the eccentricity of the hyperbola and the 
receiver width. Then, the new LPSR design is analyzed studying the influence of the 
receiver width and the sand mass flow on the particle receiver performance. The receiver 
width, hyperbola width, sand mass flow and aperture area are considered for different bed 
temperatures. 

4.1 Solar field and receiver dimensions 

The flux intensity distributions for flat and curved primary mirrors are shown in Fig. 7 as a 
function of the receiver width and the hyperbola eccentricity. Both cases show that flat 
secondary reflectors (e = 0.5) present the highest energy concentrations although the 
shadow of the hyperbola on the primary reflectors is maximum (Fig. 5). Furthermore, the 
higher the eccentricity, i.e. the sharper the hyperbola, the lower the peak flux intensity on 
the receiver. This magnification lost is caused as only the rays that reflect in the center of 
the primary mirrors are aiming directly to the hyperbola focus. However, the rays reflected 
in the primary mirror edges may fall far from the particle receiver (Vant-Hull, 2014).  

 

Figure 7. Flux intensity distributions for (a) flat primary mirrors and (b) curved primary 
mirrors. 

Flat primary mirrors (Fig. 7-a) present flat energy distributions on the ground receiver with 
maximum values of 6.2 kW/m2 for eccentricities of e = 0.5 - 0.6. The tails of the energy 
distribution disappear as the eccentricity increases due to the increase of spillage. Higher 
flux intensities are shown for curved primary mirrors (Fig. 7-b), with a peak for a flat 
hyperbola (e = 0.5) in a narrow receiver. However, when the eccentricity increases, the 
shadow of the hyperbola decreases (Fig. 5), and thus, more energy can reach the LPSR 
depending on its width. 



Figure 8 shows the solar field efficiency, calculated using Eq. (6), for the eccentricities 
considered and for different receiver widths. The low flux intensity distributions shown by 
flat primary mirrors lead to low solar field efficiencies, Fig. 8-a. In contrast, curved mirrors 
(Fig. 8-b) show higher efficiencies than flat mirrors. On the one hand, when the eccentricity 
increases, less primary reflectors are under shadow although the reflected image on the 
ground is magnified. On the other hand, the increase of the receiver width improves the 
solar field efficiency up to almost constant values. Fig. 8-b shows that a high efficiency of 

 is reached for a receiver width of wrec = 1 m and an eccentricity of e = 0.8.   

 

 

Figure 8. Solar field efficiency for different receiver widths: (a) flat primary mirrors and (b) 
curved primary mirrors. 

Eq. 6 can be also used to calculate the average heat flux ( ) on the LPSR. Figure 9 
shows this result for flat and curved primary mirrors. Fig. 9-a shows that flat primary LFR 
can be disregarded due to the low average heat flux achieved. Focusing on Fig. 9-b for 
curved mirrors, the average heat flux greatly depends on the receiver width and hyperbola 
eccentricity. For instance, a wide hyperbola with e = 0.5 coupled with a narrow LPSR of 

 presents a high average heat flux of . However, the 
efficiency of this case is only  (Fig. 8-b) as the hyperbola width is 

 (Fig. 5). This result is explained by the low image magnification on the receiver. 
Higher receiver widths show the maximum concentration at an eccentricity of e = 0.8 (Fig. 
9-b), which also presents the maximum solar field efficiencies (Fig. 8-b).  



 

Figure 9. Average heat flux on the particle receiver for: (a) flat primary mirrors and (b) 
curved primary mirrors. 

Focusing on the solar field design employing curved primary mirrors, solar field efficiency 
and incident power results are shown in Fig. 10 as a function of the solar time. Although 
the BDLFR optic system is a modification of Fresdemo layout, and therefore its design is 
not optimized, the solar field performance shows a fairly constant behavior for all sunlight 
hours, Fig. 10-a. The incident power on the particle receiver as a function of the solar time 
is plotted in Fig. 10-b. Note the influence of the receiver width on the incident power, as 
commented before. 

 

Figure 10. BDLFR performance as a function of the solar time for primary curved mirrors: 
(a) solar field efficiency and (b) incident power. 

4.2. Linear particle solar receiver performance 

Considering the average heat fluxes shown in Fig. 9-b and Fig. 10-b for curved primary 
mirrors, two opposite effects may determine the behavior of the LPSR. On the one hand, 
the narrower the receiver, the higher the concentration. This means high bed temperatures 



but with low mass flows of air and particles. On the other hand, the wider the receiver, the 
higher thermal losses with the advantage of higher mass flow of air and particles. 
Therefore, the performance of the LPSR is studied considering these influences for 
different target temperatures.  

To do so, two receiver widths and average flux intensities are considered at noon for a LPSR 
length of 350 m, which values are taken from Fig. 9-b:  

 (i)  and . 

(ii)  and . 

As the particle mass flow is calculated as a function of the receiver geometry, each width 
present different sand mass flows (Table 3). The following figures show the performance 
results of the cases considered. These figures show the sand to air mass flow ratios ( ), 
the bed temperature profiles and the thermal efficiencies of the LPSR (Eq. 7) and the 
performance parameter (P) (Eq. 15) as a function of the line length. 

 
dFigure 11. LPSR performance for : (a) sand to air mass flow ratio, (b) bed 

temperature and thermal efficiencies, (c) performance parameter. Arrows and dots 
illustrate the procedure to select the minimum aperture area with the maximum useful heat 

for a target temperature of 400 ºC. 



Figure 11 shows the results for  and , and an example to 
select the best configuration depending on the target temperature that will be explained 
later in Table 4. Fig. 11-a presents the values of the mass flow ratio. Note that these 
values change with the line length as the air density and the minimum fluidization velocity 
change with the inlet pressure to the LPSR (P1 in Fig. 1). As the line length increases, the 
bed pressure drop and the gas distributor pressure drop increase, and thus, P1 increases. 
Therefore, short lines may be preferred due to its low pressure drop and low BDLFR 
aperture area. 

Fig. 11-b shows that temperatures above 800 ºC can be obtained for low sand mass flows 
(cases A and B). When the sand mass flow increases, the line length needed to reach the 
thermal equilibrium increases as well-stirred conditions are considered between bed 
particles and particles mass flow. Longer lines would need higher number of units, 
increasing the pressure drop and the compressor work, which is illustrated by the 
reduction of P parameter, Fig. 11-c. An optimum performance is shown for case C when 
sand particles and airflow reach 535 ºC at Lunit = 225 m.  

An example of the steady state temperature profiles for case B with  and Lunit 
= 350 m is shown in Fig. 12. The high inlet temperature to the LPSR is obtained due to the 
compressor effect (T1 in Fig. 1). After that, the temperatures of the glass covers and the 
bed increase up to the thermal equilibrium. The low pressure conditions set between both 
covers reduce the thermal losses, ensuring high bed temperatures. 

 

Figure 12. Temperature profiles for BDLFR and LPSR designs characterized by 
, e = 0.8 and Lline = 350 m. 

Figure 13 shows the results for  and . The lower average 
heat flux reduces the bed temperature up to Tbed = 630 ºC for cases A and B. The optimum 
length is shorter (Fig. 13-b/c), showing also lower temperatures than for wrec = 0.5 m. 
However, as the receiver is wider than in Fig. 11, higher mass flows of air and sand are 
heated up. Due to that, P values shown in Fig. 13-c are slightly higher than for wrec = 0.5 m 
although the temperature is lower. 



 

Figure 13. LPSR performance for : (a) sand to air mass flow ratio, (b) bed 
temperature and thermal efficiencies, (c) performance parameter. 

The comparison between both receiver widths is carried out fixing different bed 
temperatures and employing Figs. 11 and 13. Table 4 shows the results for several bed 
temperatures, which values vary depending on the industrial application. Temperatures 
from 200 to 400 ºC may be integrated for process heat on industry. Higher temperatures of 
600 ºC and 800 ºC may be pursued for Rankine CSP plants and sCO2 cycles, respectively. 
Once this bed temperature is fixed, the mass flow percentage is selected for each receiver 
width. This value is chosen for the maximum P value (Figs. 11-c and 13-c) as it would 
ensure the maximum performance for such bed temperature, which would reduce the 
aperture area of heliostats. In this way, the line length is obtained. Fig. 11 shows an 
example of this procedure for a target temperature of 400 ºC. 

 

 

 

 



Table 4. Comparison of the LPSR performance for different bed temperatures. Bold letters 
indicate the best configuration for each target temperature. 

0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 

3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 

Case [-] C C C C C A B - 

1.75 7 1.75 7 1.75 0.7 0.35 - 

75 48 154 180 280 156 245 - 

4 1 4 1 1 2.5 1 - 

5.33 0.85 10.94 3.19 4.97 6.92 4.35 - 

 

The influence of the sand mass flow is studied comparing between receiver widths for a 
fixed bed temperature. Therefore, the number of lines needed to reach the maximum sand 
mass flow at a fixed bed temperature is calculated dividing the maximum sand mass flow 
by the sand mass flow of each configuration, which determines the number of lines 
needed (Nlines) and the total aperture area. 

The results of Table 4 show that the bed temperature establishes the best LPSR 
configuration. The target temperature of  needs a receiver of   
with line length of  for a sand mass flow of . This configuration 
maximizes the performance value, which reduces the aperture area. 

For a temperature of , the configuration that reduces the heliostats area 
while maximizing the heat absorbed by air and particles presents a width of , 
which results in a line length of . A narrower receiver ( ) would 
need  to obtain the same sand mass flow.  

In contrast, the increase of the bed temperature up to  reveals that the best 
configuration is shown for  and case C as it reduces the total length. This 
result is a consequence of the P value, which is near maximum at that configuration for a 
bed temperature of 600 ºC, Fig. 11-c. Higher bed temperatures present limitations on the 
receiver width, as the average flux intensity is not high enough to reach the target 
temperature. In this way, the bed temperatures of  presents an optimum 
receiver width of . 

5. Conclusions 

This paper explores the performance of a new CST that employs particles and air as HTF 
at high temperature. This technology is based on a new linear-beam down solar field that 
redirects linearly the energy on a new linear particle solar receiver. The novelty of the 
approach avoids the construction of a solar tower placing the receiver at the ground level. 
Therefore, a primary linear Fresnel field of heliostats is coupled with a secondary linear 
beam-down reflector. The design of the linear particle solar receiver allows the horizontal 



movement of particles due to the fluid-like behavior of the fluidized air and the particles 
mixture. 

To simplify the optic analysis, the linear beam-down solar field is based on Fresdemo 
design, considering fixed its main dimensions, such as the positions of primary heliostats 
and the height of the absorber tube, where the focus of the secondary beam-down 
reflector is set. The coupled influence of the eccentricity and the receiver width on the 
average flux intensity has been studied. The comparison of flat and curved primary 
reflectors show that the flat option can be neglected due to the low average intensity flux 
obtained on the ground receiver.  

When employing curved primary mirrors, the sharper the hyperbola of the secondary 
reflector, the lower incident power on the receiver. Thus, low eccentricity secondary 
reflectors show the highest incident powers on the linear particle solar receiver, with 
values of 19.6 kW/m2, but with low solar field efficiency of 13.6% for a narrow receiver 
width of 0.1 m. Such a high concentration is achieved due to the minimization of the 
spillage error. The increase of the receiver width and the eccentricity shows higher solar 
field efficiencies due to the reduction of the hyperbola width, which decreases the shadow 
on the primary reflectors. However, it presents the drawback of decreasing the average 
flux intensity up to 11.49 kW/m2 and 7.61 kW/m2 for receiver widths of 0.5 m and 1 m, 
respectively, at noon.  

The performance of this new particle receiver has been studied for different widths, lengths 
and sand mass flows fixing the bed temperature. Target bed temperatures of 200 ºC, 400 
ºC, 600 ºC and 800 ºC have been considered simulating the integration of CST with 
medium and high temperature process heat, Rankine CSP and sCO2, respectively. The 
results illustrate how to optimize each design maximizing the heat gained by air and 
particles mass flows. The summary of the results shows line lengths, receiver widths and 
sand mass flow of: 

 At 200 ºC: ,  and ; 
 At 400 ºC: ,  and ; 
 At 600 ºC: ,  and ; 
 At 800 ºC: ,  and . 

Therefore, the configuration of both the optic system and the particle receiver should be 
analyzed for each industrial process. Furthermore, even though the solar field employed 
was not designed nor optimized for a linear beam-down approach, the results demonstrate 
the feasibility of this new CST approach by its promising results.  

Further works will design and test a lab-scale prototype to analyze the horizontal mass 
flow of particles. In this sense, the design of the gas distributor and the openings between 
beds will play a significant role on the residence time distribution of particles on each bed, 
and thus, on the solar receiver performance. 
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Appendix A. Supplementary material 



Supplementary video associated with the linear particle solar receiver design can be found 
attached to this submission. 

Appendix B. Fluidized bed model 

From (Briongos et al., 2018): 

 Emulsion phase: 
Solid phase: 

Eq. (B.1) 

Gas phase: 

Eq. (B.2) 

 Bubble phase: 

Eq. (B.3) 

where z represents the vertical direction of the bed,  considers the heat losses to 
the surroundings due to convection, which are assumed as the 5% of the incoming 
irradiation per unit of bed surface ( ),  represents the heat transferred by the mass 
flow of particles: 

 Eq. (B.4) 

where  is the mass flow of particles per unit of bed volume.  

 is the particles temperature at the inlet, which matches the bed temperature of the 
previous unit.  refers to the energy balance on the bed surface considering the 
incoming concentrated irradiation, the convection heat losses and the radiative heat 
losses. 

Eq. (B.5) 

where  is the heat flux received from the LBD after considering the transmissivity of the 
glass covers,  is the effective heat transfer area at the top bed considering all fluidized 
particles. The effective bed absorptivity, , depends on the particle emissivity and the 
fluidization conditions, as shown in (Mazza et al., 1991).  considers the energy 
gained by the fluidizing air through the bed: 

Eq. (B.6) 

and  is the radiative heat loss from the bed surface: 



Eq. (B.7) 
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